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[JFL]
A few typos due to production error were found since the publication of the article. In Eq. (5); the term 4c23c23 in the
definition of L0 should read 4c23c33, the term 152c23c55 in L1 should read 152c23c66, the term 134c11c23 in M0 should read
134c13c23, the term 36c
2
26 in M1 should read 36c
2
66.
In Eq. (8), the second term should read aT ¼ aTT þ aTL.
In Eq. (9), the constant (c033)
4 in aTT should read (c055)
4.
In Eq. (10), the term x4 in vLL should read x2.
In Eq. (11), the term 2c22 in c
0
33 should read 3c22.
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